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1. Introduction

While looking at the South Bend Data

Portal, we realized that data was not being

portrayed or interpreted in a way that was

intelligible to casual users. This resulted in a

cumbersome user experience that would be

difficult for those with little technical

knowledge to navigate through. We desired to

target this issue by creating a data visualization

platform with data from the South Bend Open

Data Portal. A specific dataset that sparked

interest was a dataset on South Bend Police

Recruitment within the past four years. This

data not only gives the ethnicity and

background of the individuals who applied but

also details wherein the application process

they were unsuccessful. The goal of this project

is to create a platform that visualizes the past

four years of South Bend Police Department

data from various perspectives to tell a story

about the data and builds literacy for the

audience.

Determining the stakeholders for this

platform was a deliberate and thorough

process. This project seeks to strike a balance

between creating a platform that is both

educational and intelligible while also serving

the Greater South Bend Community in a

meaningful way. This project seeks to focus on

the average South Bend citizen as the

stakeholder for this platform. We have a strong

belief that data should be an accessible tool for

all people and there is an empowering beauty

in understanding your community in detail.

This project is built upon this belief as it sets

out to achieve its goal.

The largest issue that this project faced

was the challenge of determining what is the

best way to make data accessible to the South

Bend Community. Over the course of a year,

we took care to implement a user centred

design approach to our platform in which we

could eliminate bias from the data

visualisations. Our goal was to tell the story

that was already contained in the data. This

was done primarily by performing

ethnographic research within the community

to understand what aspects of the data needed

to be elucidated and what aspects were

missing. Our investigation found that

individuals were looking to understand the

geographic context of police recruitment taking

place in their community.

The platform focuses on balancing the

desire for clear geographic representation of

the data along with temporal elements that

allow users to understand trends in police

recruitment over time. This is a stark contrast

to previous visualisations of the data created

by the City of South Bend which only

presented information in the form of sparse

pie charts that did not give a complete picture

of the story that the data had to tell. The

visualisations created by the City of South Bend

were not easy to interact with nor easy to

interpret. It was clear that the visualisations

were not intended for a broader audience and

as a consequence accessibility suffered. This is

representative of a larger systemic issue within

the world of data visualisation where

accessibility is often sacrificed for other

benefits such as timeliness and agenda setting.
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Our research focuses on establishing

three pillars within our design process that

retains the integrity of our work:

Transparency - Structures and Institutions

often obscure the insights that can be gained

from data. This can be due to many factors

such as lack of resources or time. Practices are

often local and there is no standard of

transparency when it comes to data

visualization. Our research holds itself to a high

standard to ensure that any adult will be able

to understand the stories our data has to tell.

Access - It is often difficult for the average

person to know exactly where to access data or

to even interpret it. Users of the platform will

have a clear understanding of where the data

originates from and how visualizations are

made.

User-centered Design - When creating any

visualization, the stakeholders should be the

focus of the design. Throughout this design

process, ethnographic interviews have been the

main information-gathering tool to determine

what should be included within our design

considerations. This process involved interviews

with members of the community ranging from

professionals to regular citizens. The

foundation of this research took place over a

year.

With these three pillars in mind, our

research set out to establish a novel model by

which to implement this framework by

focusing upon the South Bend Community as a

collaborative project supported by the

University of Notre Dame.

The three pillars essentially summarise

a participatory design process which forms the

foundation of the methodology we will outline

throughout our investigation. The goal of this

research is to contribute to the overall

landscape of public interest data visualization

and inspire more ethical uses of data in the

future. The City of South Bend provided a great

environment for this research to get off the

ground as there were many people in the

community already doing great work in this

space. This research is as much a learning

experience as it is a scientific contribution and

that identity adds value to the work that is

presented within this capstone project.

The structure of this paper is as follows,

we begin in section 2 with a discussion of the

ethical considerations and consequences that

have accompanied this research that can help

provide context to why the participatory design

process played such an important role in our

project. We then in section 3 outline different

related works that influenced our progress and

methodology throughout the project. We then

organize the main technical components of our

project into two main sections: Data and

Methodology. It is here that we discuss the

different technologies that were used, the

different challenges that were faced, and fully

explain our platform. We then end with

discussions surrounding our intended social

impact of the project as well as our general

reflections and conclusion from the research

itself.

2. Ethics and Design Statement

Quantitative data can be visualized and told as

stories in many different ways that exaggerate

or hides the true circumstances. This data can

be displayed in such a way that strengthens the

beliefs or understanding of a person, even if

that belief or understanding is factually

incorrect. People exploit data visualization

techniques to mitigate the audience’s thinking

and lead them to certain conclusions.
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There are many examples where this has taken

place. For example, at MacWorld in 2008,

Steve Jobs used a 3-D pie chart and clever

perspectives to make 19.5% look bigger than

21.2%. Steve Jobs was explaining iPhones’

market share at the conference, and he utilized

a pie chart to visualize the percentages of US

SmartPhone Market Share. He did not distort

the original data, meaning that all the statistics

are genuine, and he accurately visualized the

data, meaning that he did not create

inaccurate data visualization. All he did was

make the pie chart 3-dimensional with the

bottom facing outwards, and position the slice

that represents Apple’s market share at the

bottom. This optical illusion makes Apple's

market share look way larger than what the

true data shows. Without a neutral, critical,

and independent perspective, the audience

can be easily fooled.

The exploitation of data visualization

techniques is very common nowadays. For

example, in political campaigns, a graph that

highlights a certain candidate over others may

swing voters towards voting for the highlighted

candidate. This exists in any area that utilizes

data visualization: politics, business,

journalism, social media, and so much more.

This spreads false information and authors are

rarely held accountable for it because the

information presented was genuine. However,

they exploited the power of data visualization

and intentionally misled their audience.

Another important issue regarding

misinformation in data visualization is

confirmation bias. Confirmation bias is one of

the most common mistakes people make in

data interpretation. “Confirmation bias is the

tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and

recall information in a way that confirms or

supports one's prior beliefs or values.”[0],

according to Nickerson. In other words,

different people may have different

understandings of the same data visualization

graph. Due to audiences’ different previous

knowledge or ideas of the topic, they will be

seeking out different aspects of the graph to

validate their pre-existing belief.

In “Confirmation Bias in Collecting and

Interpreting Data”, Dymtro Spilka mentioned

that “One of the key issues behind the

emergence of confirmation bias is the fact that

researchers, data scientists, and marketers

alike, tend to look for supporting patterns

within information alone.”[1] Author of

“Overcoming Confirmation Bias: An Obstacle

Between You And The Insight From Your Data”,

Pawel Rzeszucinski, argues that “Collecting,

processing and analyzing data sets requires a

great deal of human intervention, which can be

heavily influenced by our subjectivity if not

executed carefully. ” The authors of data

visualizations inevitably have their own

opinions on the subject matter, and this will

lead them collecting data and create data

visualizations that support their own

pre-existing beliefs. For example, someone

who believes in the lack of diversity in the City

of South Bend will choose the data

visualization techniques that most directly

demonstrate this fact. While their beliefs could

be accurate, the data visualizations will still

carry the bias of the authors.

One of the ways to avoid this type of bias, as

mentioned by Rzeszucinski, is to consciously

check for confirmation bias in their data

visualizations by distancing themselves and

their beliefs from the data visualization that

they are creating. Rzeszucinski explains that

authors can achieve this by listing out their

ideas before they start the data visualization

process. Rzeszucinski also suggests that two or

more people work on the
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same dataset in parallel, and come together to

spot the differences in their works. We

adopted these suggestions in our research

process.

We are aware that data inequality and

difference in people’s data literacy ability can

lead to misinformation. Thus, we aim to bridge

the gap in accessing data and ease the process

of interpreting data.

We are also aware of how data-driven

technology could impact data privacy in

negative ways. Thus we chose the open data

portal where data is transparent and

accessible.

The goal of this project is to create a data

collection and visualization platform to be used

by the South Bend Police Department and the

greater South Bend community to interpret

and gain insights from SBPD recruitment data.

We hope to improve South Bend Police

Recruitment through the community-driven

platform.

One of the main ways this project sought to

implement an ethical data visualization model

was through the use of community

collaboration and ethnographic interviews.

While both are necessary steps to create an

equitable product, they can present

challenging ethical dilemmas as well. A

common issue with community-based projects

is how to balance the needs of different

interest groups which you wish to incorporate

into your project. Oftentimes, interest groups

can impose their will and skew the original goal

of the project. Interest groups are

understandably biassed and will often

advocate for their interests ahead of the

community they wish to support. Choosing

when and where it is appropriate to

incorporate such groups is an important

responsibility for any individual

attempting to work within a community.

In the early stages of this project, there

was much consideration as to which interest

groups were necessary to include in our design

process. The main stakeholders were the

citizens of South Bend; however, there were

limitations in the ability to interact with an

appropriate number of them to ascertain

effective feedback. The City of South Bend was

the first connection of collaboration made as

to the goals of supporting the South Bend

community closely aligned with that of the

project. The collaboration was quite fruitful in

that much information was provided which

helped better define the direction of the

research.

Unfortunately, there was a bit of

tension that was the result of a lack of scope

for the initial project goals and the needs of

the City of South Bend’s team. When asked

what needs that the city had which were

data-related, the City of South Bend brought to

the table the idea of predictive policing. They

believed a good use of data science to support

the citizens of South Bend was to look into the

notion of hotspot policing based on various

data sources.

Not only did this not align to aid data

literacy among citizens of South Bend, but

predictive policing presented a separate plate

of ethical concerns as well. AI algorithms are

used in predictive policing to identify and sort

through large amounts of historical data on

criminal activity to determine people or places

at risk. Such processes are also known as risk

or threat assessment. While generally

well-intentioned, the historical data that feeds

these algorithms raises significant concerns.

While there was an opportunity for fruitful

collaboration, due to the limited time scope,
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logistical pressures and ideological differences,

it was seen as the best decision to not continue

to collaborate with the City of South Bend

directly.

As the project progressed, there was a shift

from working with interest groups to direct

collaboration with the community through the

use of ethnographic interviews. Ethnographic

interviews were a great way to scope the

project that identified specific needs that were

common and useful to the community of South

Bend. It was also free of biased influence from

interest groups. This pushed the project more

in a direction to directly address common

needs in the community.

The things that regular citizens were most

concerned about were concerns like who

exactly was policing their communities and

where exactly did they come from. People

generally said they would feel more

comfortable knowing that the people policing

their communities came from those same

communities and would be interested in seeing

the trends in ethnicity and recruitment

location from the data. As a result, the model

was designed to reflect the geographic

background of the applicants while supplying

additional information organizing the

applicants such as gender and ethnicity.

Additionally, to avoid confirmation bias, the

model aims to show the story that the data

already tells. Previous visualization efforts

conducted by the City of South Bend

obfuscated the trends in application

information by utilizing an oversaturation of

pie charts. Not only is this visualization not

particularly palatable to the average person,

but it also does not do a good job of displaying

trends in recruitment. For example, it doesn’t

let us know which geographic regions of the

United States yield the most recruits or how

those states break down by ethnicity.

In the project model, trends in data are key and

the focus of communication. When users can

identify trends and interpret data, they are

more likely to benefit from the visualization.

3. Related Work

The article Data is Personal: Attitudes

and Perceptions of Data Visualisation in Rural

Pennsylvania [1] discusses the disparity in data

literacy among different demographics. This

article inspired us to target community leaders

as our target audience and aim to serve

underprivileged communities in the City of

South Bend.

NNIP, National Neighborhood Indicator

Partnership[2], is working on making data

accessible, and allowing data to be presented

in a way that matches the target audience’s

skills to use information. We have interviewed

Danielle Wood, Associate Director of the

Center for Civic Innovation at the University of

Notre Dame, and Matthew Sisk, associate

librarian at the University of Notre Dame. Their

goal at NNIP is to “increase racial and

economic equity and well-being in their

communities''. NNIP   brings together activities,

publishes products, and cross-site projects on

the topics of affordable housing, choice

neighborhood initiative, disaster preparedness,

recovery, etc. Our project on police recruiting

in the South Bend area is relevant to the Open

data topic of NNIP. That is, we “seek to improve

government transparency and empower

citizens with pertinent information about their

cities and neighborhoods.”
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Harnessing the Power of Open Data for

Children and Families [3] is a part of NNIP

publication written by Kathryn L.S. Pettit and

Rob Pitingolo. It describes observations on the

current state of open data utilisation, and then

provides suggestions on the practices for child

advocates using data and for state

governments publishing open data. SOme their

suggestions include: For child advocates, take

the following five steps: Create a Data Wish

List, Connect with State Data Managers,

Advocate for New Data Releases, Push for

Expanded Access to Currently Shared Data, and

Identify and Respond to Threats to Data

Access. As for state governments, the following

steps are recommended: Engage with State

Child and Family Agency Staff, Promote Open

Data to Improve Child and Family Well-Being,

Learn about the Needs of Users Interested in

Child and Family Issues, Enhance the Data and

Portal to Meet the Needs of Child and Family

Advocates, and Conduct and Publish a State

Data Inventory. We took the advice for the

state governments as a reference step for our

project.

Data Literacy - What is it and how can

we make it happen?[4] by Frank, Mark, et al.  is

a foundational paper that we read to inform

ourselves about the concept “data literacy”

and the approaches we can take to contribute

to data literacy in the South Bend community.

In the paper, Frank, Mark, et al. termed data

literacy as “the  ability  to  make  use  of  a

widely available medium or technology that is

considered to be of fundamental importance.

” We want to become the middleman that

transforms raw data into understandable

format without subjective influences on the

data, and presents the data in its most

objective, engaging, and useful format.

In the article Creative data literacy:

Bridging the gap between the data-haves and

data-have nots [5], D'Ignazio proposes the

term “creative data literacy to refer to the fact

that non-technical learners may need pathways

toward data that do not come from technical

fields.“ We are working with

community-centered data, writing data

biographies, and building learner-centered

tools through this project as D'Ignazio argues.

4. Data

The data we are using for this project is

from the City of South Bend Open Data portal.

We use the SBPD Recruitment Data, SBPD

Recruiting - Gender, and SBPD Recruiting -

Ethnicity in our project.

The SBPD Recruitment Data contains

characteristics of the individual applicants who

apply such as their city, gender, ethnicity, and

other qualities.

The overview of the application process

contains data on “Applicant Status Overview”

and “Last Hiring Stage Overview”.

graph 1: Application Status Overview

graph 2: Last Hiring Stage Overview

The applicants will notice that while the

percentage of people’s last stage as

“Completed Interview” is 1.2%, the percentage

of “Completed Personal” is 1.15%, the
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percentage of “Completed Interview” is 1.2%,

and the percentage of “Completed Written

test” is 1.3%. The percentage of “Passed

Interview” is 0.85%, the percentage of “Passed

Personal” is 0.1%, and the percentage of

“Passed Written Test” is 0.5%. From the data

above, we know that the “Personal Test” is the

most difficult.

The SBPD - Gender Data contains

Gender, Disqualified/Withdrew/Incomplete,

Submitted Application, Took Physical Test,

Passed Physical Test, Completed Written Test,

Passed Written Test, Completed Personal,

Passed Personal, Completed Interview, Passed

Interview, Passed Background, Passed

Polygraph, Medical, Psych, and Hired.

The SBPD - Ethnicity Data contains,

Ethnicity, Disqualified/Withdrew/Incomplete,

Submitted Application, Took Physical Test,

Passed Physical Test, Completed Written Test,

Passed Written Test, Completed Personal,

Passed Personal, Completed Interview, Passed

Interview, Passed Background, Passed

Polygraph, Medical, Psych, and Hired.

In order to better understand the

process to select the data, the following

paragraph will talk about the accessibility,

comprehensiveness, and accuracy.

Accessibility - located on South Bend

Open data portal, anyone can access the data.

The data portal even has the api to script the

data without downloading the dataset. The

data is made to be highly accessible, thus

would be great for us to use.

Comprehensiveness - As listed above,

there are a lot of the components in each

dataset, which is quite comprehensive. We will

learn basically everything we are interested in

knowing about the applicants. There is also a

very clear breakdown of the hiring stages.

Accuracy - It is impossible to prove the

data’s accuracy. But since this is the official

data provided by the South Bend police, we

believe the data is on the accurate side.

Thus, given the above evidence, it is

clear that we are confident that our data

choice is accessible, comprehensive, and

accurate. We plan to analyse the data with

multiple data visualisation tools, which will be

elaborated in the method section. We plan to

provide the user visualisations accompanied

with neutral descriptions, and the user will be

able to perform their own interpretation.

Our visualisation will be based on a

choropleth map. The colour of the map will

indicate the number of people from each state.

The data is acquired from the SBPD

Recruitment Data’s Applicant State/Region.

Then we plan to elaborate on the choropleth

map with the information from the SBPD -

Gender or the SBPD - Ethnicity. When we click

on each state, besides the number of people in

each state, we plan to provide visualisation

related to gender and ethnicity. For example,

we could have a pie chart for female applicants

who come from each state, and the pie chart

shows the percentage of people who advanced

to each stage.

With the SBPD related database provided by

the South Bend Open Data Portal, we will

create accessible, comprehensive, and accurate

visualisations.

5. Method

Ethnographic Interview
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To establish a user-centered design for

the platform, interviews were conducted to

gauge the concerns and interests of the

community. In this approach, the focus was

quality over quantity. 10 ethnographic

interviews were conducted with individuals

who were majority male and over the age of

30. The focus group consisted of professors,

employees of the University of Notre Dame,

and regular members of the South Bend

Community. The interview questions were

focused on understanding the experiences the

individuals have had with data interpretation

to better understand their needs.

After the individuals were asked

questions about their experiences, they were

then asked to interact with the current

visualizations made public by the City of South

Bend. They were also asked to interact with the

raw data presented by the South Bend Open

Data Portal. After recording their experiences,

they were asked to provide suggestions on how

to improve their experiences and make the

data presented easier to understand.

The general outline of the interviews was as

follows:

Part 1: General Data Comprehension

● Briefly describe your technical ability

and how well you can interpret

statistics? Do you prefer raw data tables

or visualizations?

● If there was a data portal, what details

about data are most important to you?

● Tell me about a time you wanted to

understand statistical data about an

issue. What did you do?

Part 2: Open Data Portal as a Case Study

- How do you interpret the recruitment

data on the open data portal?

● What part of the information would

you be most interested in given the

data?

● What kind of visualizations would you

like to see?

● What question would you like to ask

about the data?

Part 3: City of South Bend Visualisation as a

Case Study

● What do these visualizations tell you

about the data?

● What conclusions can you make about

recruitment based on the visualization?

● Is there any visualization that’s

confusing or unclear to you in the

recruitment dashboard? If so, why?

The consensus is that many were

commonly concerned with who exactly was

policing their communities. They were more

interested in data visualizations over raw data.

There was a general interest in trends over

time that can be observed in the data.

In terms of concerns, individuals did not feel

like pie charts were telling a clear story from

the data and they generally wanted more

breakdowns of geographic information related

to police recruitment.

Technical Details

For our project, we first started with

basic visualization using python. We utilized

data analysis tools such as panda, NumPy,

seaborn, matplotlib, and d3.js.

Initially, we worked on understanding

the dataset individually. We looked into SBPD

Recruitment Data, SBPD Recruiting - Ethnicity,

and SBPD Recruiting - Gender. Our initial

visualizations includes a bar chart that shows

the number of applicants from each state, a

bar chart that shows the number of applicants
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from each county within the state of

Indiana, and pie charts in section four that

summarise the percent of total candidates’ last

hiring stage and their application status

overview.

We also created a similar pie chart on

the last hiring stage and applicant status

grouped by gender, ethnicity, and the

application cycle. Then, we moved on to

creating a choropleth map that shows all

states, and the color of each state indicates the

number of applicants from there. The darker

the color, the more numerous the applicants.

All of the graphs so far are created using

panda, NumPy, seaborn, and matplotlib.

Our next step is to integrate the bar

chart and pie chart with the choropleth map

using d3. When hovering the mouse over a

state, a window will pop up next to the

choropleth map with additional information.

For example, if you hover the mouse over

Indiana, a bar chart that breaks down the

applicants from each county, and two pie

charts - one showing the last hiring stage of

applicants from Indiana, and another showing

the Indiana applicants’ last hiring stage - will

appear. The user will also be able to filter

through the above information based on

ethnicity, gender, and application cycle. We will

also offer non-biased summarization that

accompanies each chart.

Our project will always be open to

adding features that will better describe the

data of each state. We are always looking to

create new graphs to integrate into the

choropleth map. For example, if given police

recruitment data over several years, we will be

able to show the trend of application in each

state. Our project is highly adaptable.

Below the choropleth map, we will display a

summary visualization of the trend of SBPD

recruitment. We will show the general trend.

Design Considerations

As mentioned in Section 2 Ethics and Design

Statement, we strive to keep our data

visualization free of confirmation bias. At the

same time, we still need to achieve our

ultimate goal, which is to raise data literacy in

the South Bend region and inform the South

Bend community with relevant policing

statistics that are easy to understand at the

same time.

To combat the problem of confirmation bias,

we adopted the methods brought up by Pawel

Rzeszucinski. Before selecting the data

visualization techniques and building the

platform, we listed out all our preconceptions

about the South Bend Police Department:

predominately white, predominantly male,

friendly, trustworthy, unprofessional, rude…
Whether our preconceptions are right or

wrong, we use this list to remind ourselves of

the confirmation bias that is prone to occur.

We each also carried out separate data

analyses on our own without discussing the

tools or pattern we are seeing at first. When

we finished the analysis and came together, we

spotted some interesting discrepancies. For

example, some of the analysis has a color scale

that does not represent the drop-out rate that

clearly, while the others seem to be overly

emphasizing the early drop-out rate. These

differences allowed us to catch our individual

confirmation biases, and eliminate some of the

biases in the early stages of the project.

We also analysed the current City of

South Bend Recruitment and Hiring (since

2017) and identified the drawbacks in some of
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the current visualizations. The first page of the

data visualization website features one

symmetrical funnel graph on the left and two

pie charts on the right. When the user mouse

hovers over the funnel graph, more specific

information regarding the remaining applicants

for the selected hiring stage will be dynamically

highlighted on the pie charts. However, we

believe that the data visualization techniques

can be improved in some ways.

graph 3: City of South Bend Recruitment and

Hiring (since 2017)

For example, the funnel graph is

symmetrical with a centerline. However, no

more information is displayed by splitting the

“left” and “right” sections which causes

confusion. Moreover, the pie charts displays

heavy information which is going to cause

more confusion with the user interaction.

In summary, we believe that the ways

that the data visualisation techniques that are

currently being used can be misleading and

monotonous. We wish to visualise the data

using the techniques that can tell neural yet

engaging stories. At the same time, we

selected the design methods that will prevent

us bringing existing confirmation bias into the

data visualization.

6.  Societal Impact

For the Societal Impact, since we are

targeting the police data. We are hoping to

both help ease the prospective applicants in

understanding the difficulties of each step, and

the police station in creating a more equal

employment opportunity. People interested in

learning more about the data are of course

welcomed to take a look.

Prospective police applicants - It is

always important for applicants to be

well-informed about the recruitment process

that they are getting themselves into. Thus our

data visualisation will be of great help. As

shown in the data section, taking SBDP

Recruitment Data as an example, we will be

able to show a breakdown of the percentage of

applicants in certain last hiring stage.

Police station - As shown in the “graph

2: Last Hiring Stage Overview” above, more

than half of the applicants’ application is

Disqualified/Withdrawn/Incomplete. This

makes us wonder - are there difficulties for

people to submit applications? Is the initial

application effectively designed? Data

Visualization will help the police station find

out potential application design flaws, and

ways to improve the candidate's application

experience.

Casual data visualisation readers - For

people just casually browsing, our visualisation

could serve as a good-looking and

easily-understandable information source.

People with data visualisation skills -

For people interested in creating data

visualisation, our project could serve as a good

example for unbiased and effective data

visualisation. It could also be the start point for

improvement, since there is potential for more

features, better code, and more thorough

interpretation.

7. Conclusion
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Project directions

We started this project with the end goal to

create a human-centered, objective data

literacy platform that is simple to use and

accessible to the South Bend community. By

looking through the City of South Bend Open

Data Portal, we found out that most of the data

were not being portrayed or interpreted in a

way that was intelligible to casual users, which

resulted in a cumbersome user experience that

would be difficult for those with little technical

knowledge to navigate through.

Therefore, we decided to do research on the

topic “How can we improve the visualization

and comprehensibility of the City of South

Bend Police Recruitment data?”.

Design process

We used various design methods to ensure

that our platform on South Bend Policing data

is transparent, accessible, and user-centered.

These are the three pillars within our design

process that retains the integrity of our work.

Our design included literature reviews,

ethnographic interviews, and many design

iterations. We have talked to Dr. Eric Corbett,

Brian Donoghue, Deputy Director at Next

Century Cities, David Finley, director of

Business Analytics at City of South Bend,

Indiana, Danielle Wood, Associate Director of

Center for Civic Innovation at the University of

Notre Dame, and Matthew Sisk, associate

librarian at the University of Notre Dame, on

the topics ranging from Human-Computer

Interaction, technical determinism,

technosocial opacity, predictive policing, to

data inequality, civic engagement, and more.

We had several major pivots throughout the

project. We started with a heavy emphasis on

the utilization of analog. However, realizing the

gap between our idea and our real audiences,

we reached out to the City of South Bend

looking for opportunities to collaborate with

the department of Business Analytics at the

City of South Bend. However, we had ethical

and technical concerns regarding the predictive

policing model that the department suggested.

Therefore we decided to do more ethnographic

research and work on a standalone platform

regarding South Bend policing data.

Aside from the conversations with

stakeholders, we also did an extensive

literature review to inform us of the design

approaches we can take. For example, we

reviewed the “Confirmation Bias: A Ubiquitous

Phenomenon in Many Guises.” by Raymond S.

Nickerson to help us understand how we can

create the data visualization most objectively.

Moreover, we did ethnographic interviews with

South Bend community members with the

question “what would community members

want to learn about South Bend Police

Department” and used the insights to guide

our development of the platform.

Data Source

We utilized “City of South Bend Open

Data Portal - SBPD Recruitment Data”, and

“SBPD Recruiting Data - Gender, SBPD

Recruiting Data - Ethnicity” as data Sources.

We utilized Python for data cleaning and

Microsoft Excel for initial data analysis and

prototyping.

Implementation

For the data visualization implementation, we

utilized Python Matplotlib, Panda, OpenCV, and
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JavaScript d3.js. The visualization techniques

included pie charts, bar charts, and choropleth

maps. For example, the choropleth map

features the geographic representation of

applicants, color-coded density, and

breakdown of applicants by state. The platform

provides a storyline that guides the user, even

for those with little technical knowledge on

data visualization.

Results

Throughout this two-year research

project, we have come up with a

comprehensive framework for the data

visualization process that is especially useful

for data literacy and civic engagement.

More specifically, for the City of South

Bend, our data model provides a much easier

interpretation of Data in SB Open Data Portal

that is accessible and extremely easy to

understand for South Bend community

members. We also reimagined the scope of SB

Open Data portal by creating a foundation for

increased data literacy on the platform. This

can also be extremely helpful for Improving the

prospective police applicants’ interview

experience.
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